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1. Introduction
Monopoles have been proposed to be the excitations of QCD responsible for the confinement
of color, which, in this picture, is interpreted as a consequence of the dual superconductivity of the
vacuum induced by the monopole condensation [1, 2].
Because of this proposal, a big activity has developed during the years in the lattice community
to detect and study monopoles in numerically generated QCD configurations. These studies can be
divided into two main groups with different working strategies:

• the direct observation of monopoles in lattice configurations
In the studies of the first group an order parameter for dual superconductivity is introduced:
this is defined as the vacuum expectation value (vev) of a magnetically charged operator µ. hµi is
zero if the magnetic charge is superselected and nonzero in the dual superconducting phase (see
e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and references therein). The works of the second group try instead to extract
a monopole effective action or to check monopole dominance by direct detection of monopoles in
lattice configurations (see e.g. [9, 10, 11] and references therein).
In this paper we shall analyze some general properties of monopoles in non abelian gauge
theories, whose applications are more direct in the studies of the second group but that are also
interesting from the point of view of the works of the first one.
The standard method to detect monopoles in lattice configurations was first introduced in
Ref. [12] for the U(1) gauge theory: a Dirac string is identified by any excess over 2π of the
abelian phase of a plaquette and a monopole is located inside an elementary cube whenever a net
number of Dirac strings crosses its boundary plaquettes. This procedure is well defined since in
U(1) gauge theory the abelian phase of a plaquette is gauge invariant. For non abelian gauge
theories this recipe must be modified: one has first to fix a gauge, and then to apply the above
prescription to the components of the non abelian field directed along an abelian subgroup of the
original gauge group (abelian projection).
While for the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole of Ref. [13, 14] the magnetic U(1) group is naturally identified with the little group of the Higgs vev in the unitary representation, in gauge theories without Higgs field there is no obvious preferred gauge direction. Indeed it was proposed in
Ref. [15] that any operator in the adjoint representation of the group could be used as an effective Higgs field to identify the magnetic U(1), physics being for some reason independent of that
choice. It was however observed in numerical simulations that the number and the position of the
monopoles detected in a given configuration was strongly dependent on the abelian projection.
For the interpretation of the color confinement as dual superconductivity it is crucial to be able
to define monopoles in a gauge invariant way. We will show that this is possible by using the Non
Abelian Bianchi Identities (NABI) and that for any magnetically charged gauge field configuration
a preferred direction in color space exists, which identifies the correct magnetic U(1) subgroup. As
a consequence monopoles are gauge invariant objects but their detection by the recipe of Ref. [12]
it is not; this techniques works well for a class of gauges which include the maximal abelian gauge
but it fails for the Landau gauge, where no monopoles are detected. Dual superconductivity, defined
as the breaking of the magnetic U(1), is also gauge invariant.
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• the study of the (dual) symmetry of the vacuum state
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2. Abelian and Non-Abelian Bianchi Identities
∗ = 0, where F ∗ = 1 ε
Abelian Bianchi identities are ∂µ Fµν
µν
2 µνρσ Fρσ is the dual of the abelian
field strength, and their violation naturally defines the magnetic current
∗
jν = ∂µ Fµν

(2.1)

which is not difficult to show to be covariantly conserved: Dν Jν = 0.
In non abelian gauge theories the abelian field strength Fµν is defined by means of the ’t Hooft
tensor, which reduces to the abelian field strength of the residual U(1) in the unitary gauge; its
introduction goes back to Ref. [13] for the group SU(2), while the generalization for an arbitrary
compact gauge group was developed in Ref. [16].
Because of the Coleman-Mandula theorem, the four components of the current Jν defined
in Eq. (2.2) commute with each other; to expose the gauge invariant content of this equation is
thus possible to simultaneously diagonalize all its component. A convenient basis for the diagonal
matrices is that of the fundamental weights φ0a , a = 1, . . . , r, where r is the rank of the gauge group.
A fundamental weight φ0a is associated to each of the simple roots ~α a of the group algebra; its
commutations rules with the elements of the Cartan base are [φ0a , Hi ] = 0 and [φ0a , E±~α ] = ±(~c a ·
~α )E±~α and for the simple roots ~c a · ~α b = δ ab . Let φIa be the adjoint representation operator equal
to φ0a in the gauge that diagonalize Jν ; then the gauge invariant content of Eq. (2.2) is

Tr φIa Dµ G∗µν = Tr (φIa Jν )
(2.3)
Let us now denote by φ a the matrix which is equal to V (x)φ0aV (x)† in the gauge in which
Jν is diagonal, V (x) being a generic gauge transformation. It was proved in Ref. [17] that, for a
generic compact gauge group, the abelian magnetic current jνa in the abelian projection defined by
the operator φ a satisfies
a∗
∂µ Fµν
= jνa = Tr (φ a Jν )
(2.4)
a ∗ is the ’t Hooft tensor in the given abelian projection. This equation shows that the
where Fµν
existence of a magnetic current is related to the violations of the NABI’s and that its value is just the
abelian projection of that violation, thus revealing the hidden gauge invariance of the monopole’s
definition.

3. The ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole
In this section we will check the equation Eq. (2.4) for the soliton solution of Ref. [13, 14] and
we will make some simple observations whose relevance will become clear in the next sections.
The solution of Ref. [13, 14] can be written in the form
φ a (~r) = H(r)

ra
r

A0 = 0

3

Aai = εiak

rk
[1 − K(r)]
gr2

(3.1)
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∗ tensor: ∂ j = 0. The Non Abelian
which is conserved because of the antisymmetry of the Fµν
ν ν
Bianchi Identities are the covariant generalization of the abelian ones for non abelian gauge theories
and their violation defines the current
Jν = Dµ G∗µν
(2.2)
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where H, K are two functions whose specific form depends on the details of the Higgs potential.
Their universal features are their asymptotics: limr→0 H(r) = 0 and 1 − K(x) ∝ x2 for small x in
order to ensure regularity; limr→∞ H(r) = const and limx→∞ K(x) = 0 to have a topologically stable
solution of finite total energy.
The gauge in which the solution Eq. (3.1) is written is usually called the “hedgehog” one and
it is trivial to verify that it satisfies the Landau gauge condition ∂µ Aµ = 0. The asymptotic abelian
magnetic field at large distance in this gauge can be shown to be given by the expression
ri z
gr2 r

(3.2)

and thus the magnetic charge Qm , calculated by the flux at infinity, is zero.
Let us now consider the unitary gauge, that is the gauge in which the Higgs field is rotated into
a fixed direction in color space. The explicit form of the gauge field can be computed starting from
Eq. (3.1) (see e.g. Ref. [18]) and it is simple to verify that the solution in the unitary gauge satisfies
the equation
 3 ±
∂µ A±
(3.3)
µ + ig Aµ , Aµ = 0
which is the continuum form of the maximal abelian gauge (MAG) introduced in Ref. [19]. In
this gauge it is easy to show that the temporal component (the only non-vanishing one) of the non
abelian current Eq. (2.2) is given by
J0 = Di Bi =

2π 3
δ (~r)σ3
g

(3.4)

which is diagonal in color space: the unitary gauge coincides with the abelian projection indicated
by φIa in the previous section. For SU(2) there is only one fundamental weight, φ0 = 12 σ3 , associated to the +1 simple root. By direct calculation it can also be shown that the temporal component
of the abelian magnetic current is equal to
2π 3
δ (~r)
j0 = ~∇ ·~b =
g

(3.5)

consistently with the theorem of the previous section, Eq. (2.4). In the unitary gauge the magnetic
1
charge is thus Qm = 2g
; since the elementary electric charge is given by Qe = 2g , Qm is equal to two
Dirac units.
To summarize we have shown that monopoles are related to NABI’s violations and they are
thus gauge invariant objects; however, because of the presence of a preferred direction in color
space (that of the NABI’s violation), the magnetic charge computed by using the flux at infinity
depends on the gauge choice. In particular we have just shown that, for the ’t Hooft-Polyakov
soliton, the magnetic charge in the Landau gauge is zero, while in the maximal abelian gauge it is
equal to two Dirac units.

4. General monopole configuration
The conclusions of the previous section can be generalized to an arbitrary configuration by
using the following theorem of Ref. [20]: the magnetic monopole term in the multipole expansion
4
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of a generic static field configuration is abelian (i.e. satisfies abelian equations of motion) and can
be gauged along a fixed direction in color space.
Up to a global gauge transformation we can suppose the asymptotic non abelian magnetic field
of the configuration Aµ to be directed along the 3−axis in color space; at large r it is then fixed by
the total magnetic charge m (in Dirac units) to be
~B = m ~r σ3
2 2gr3

(4.1)

(0)

Poliakov-like term Ãµ and a topologically trivial term Ãµ = Aµ − Ãµ . Since the ’t Hooft tensor is
(0)

linear in the gauge field, the asymptotic abelian magnetic field of Ãµ is zero, and the results of the
previous section can extended to a general static configuration: in the MAG, or in any gauge which
differs from it by an asymptotically trivial gauge transformation, the flux of the abelian magnetic
field at large distance gives the correct magnetic charge. In other gauges the flux at infinity will be
generally smaller than the MAG one and for the Landau gauge it will be vanishing.
For a non static configuration, the same argument can be applied to the superposition of the
given configuration and its time-reversed one, in order to isolate the asymptotic magnetic field from
the electric field.

5. Monopole condensation
From equation Eq. (2.4) it follows that in SU(2) gauge theory the magnetic charge in the MAG
is given by
Z
QI =

d3 x Tr(φI J0 (x))

(5.1)

A magnetically charged operator O(x) satisfies the commutation rule
m 6= 0

[QI , O(x)] = m O(x)

(5.2)

and the magnetic U(1) symmetry is broken if a charged operator exists for which hOi =
6 0. We
will show now that this property is gauge invariant: in a generic abelian projection V the magnetic
charge QV has the form in Eq. (5.1) with φI → V (x)φI V (x)† and, since the integrand is gauge
invariant, we can compute the trace in the gauge in which J0 and φI are diagonal. Since V (x)φI V (x)†
is an element of the group algebra it can be expanded in the Cartan base:
V (x)φV (x)† = C(x,V )φI + ∑ E~α D~α (x,V )

(5.3)

~α

In the chosen gauge only the first term contributes and thus
[QI , O(x)] = mC(x,V ) O(x)

(5.4)

Since C(x,V ) is generically non-vanishing, the operator O will be charged also with respect to QV
and the corresponding U(1) magnetic symmetry will be broken. For a general gauge group the only
difference is that in Eq. (5.3) the term C(x,V )φI has to be replaced by a sum over the fundamental
weights φIa (a = 1, . . . , r).
5
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By adding and subtracting to the gauge field a term Ãµ given by the ’t Hooft-Polyakov solution
in the unitary gauge, multiplied by m2 , we can see the field Aµ as a superposition of a ’t Hooft-
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6. Monopoles detection on the lattice

where θ , φ are the polar angles and 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 is a free parameter. For a = 0 one stays in the MAG,
for a = 1 the transformation in Eq. (6.1) is the unitary matrix bringing from the MAG to the Landau
gauge (see e.g. [18]). In the gauge defined by the parameter a, the magnetic charge, defined by the
abelian magnetic flux at infinity, is given by
Q(a) 1 + cos(aπ)
=
Q(0)
2

(6.2)

The comparison between Eq. (6.2) and the lattice measurements was performed in Ref. [21]. Although in its derivation we completely neglected all sort of discretization errors, Eq. (6.2) qualitatively well describes the observed behaviour of Q(a).

7. Conclusions
We have shown that monopoles are gauge invariant objects and that each configuration with
non-zero magnetic field selects a natural direction in color space, induced by the violations of
the non-abelian Bianchi identities. This direction is correctly identified by the maximal abelian
gauge, which is the gauge to be used to detect monopoles in lattice configuration by the DeGrandToussaint recipe. While monopole condensation is a gauge invariant fact, monopole detection is
strongly affected by the gauge choice in a well understood way.
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